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NEW QUESTION: 1
Given that premiums are calculated on a monthly basis in
accordance with the most common business of benefit suppliers.
What can you define so that participants who are covered by a
plan for less than a full have no premium obligation?
A. Standard Rate Value
B. Standard Coverage Volume
C. Standard wash Rule formula
D. Standard input Value
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
An organization has launched 5 instances: 2 for production and
3 for testing. The organization wants that one particular group
of IAM users should only access the test instances and not the
production ones. How can the organization set that as a part of
the policy?
A. Create an IAM policy with a condition which allows access to
only small instances
B. Launch the test and production instances in separate regions
and allow region wise access to the group
C. Define the IAM policy which allows access based on the
instance ID
D. Define the tags on the test and production servers and add a
condition to the IAM policy which allows access to specific
tags
Answer: D
Explanation:
AWS Identity and Access Management is a web service which
allows organizations to manage users and user permissions for
various AWS services. The user can add conditions as a part of
the IAM policies. The condition can beset on AWS Tags, Time,
and Client IP as well as on various parameters. If the
organization wants the user to access only specific instances
he should define proper tags and add to the IAM policy
condition. The sample policy is shown below.

NEW QUESTION: 3
Refer to the exhibit.
You are monitoring a new virtual packet processor with a
network tap. You run the command "cli stats SERVER_PRE | gre-a1
drop' and then return an hour later and run the same command,
but notice there is a significant increase in the number
dropped packets.
Could this be a reason for the increase? (The Packet Processor
may not be allocated the proper number of CPUs allocated on the
VM server for the size of the TAP.)
A. No
B. Yes
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which two statements are true about NetApp Open Systems
SnapVault? (Choose two.)
A. The SnapVault secondary cannot be mounted via NFS or CIFS.
B. It can back up the WindowsSystemState.
C. It can back up toNearStore VTL.
D. It supports AIX, HPUX, Linux, Windows, and Solaris.

Answer: B,D
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